FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Cape Coral Hurricanes Host Inaugural “Blue & White” Intra Squad Game!
Introducing the new team anthem kicks it off but the talent on the field steals the show.
General Manager J.P. Terrasi & Head Coach Mick Whitewood ARE AVAILABLE FOR INTERVIEWS
Press CONTACT: J.P. Terrasi, Terrasi Media, Inc. (239) 677-8752 - jp@terrasimedia.com

April 29, 2012 - Cape Coral, FL
The Cape Coral Hurricanes had their Inaugural "Blue & White" Intra squad game on Friday night in front
of about 500 adoring fans. There was a buzz of excitement and anticipation as the crowd was filing into
Cape Coral High School field. Chatter was stirring with fans asking "What do you think they'll be like?"
and "Finally with all of the soccer fans down here in SW Florida, we finally got a real soccer team to
watch." and "Can you believe that Cape Coral finally has it's OWN sports team?" These were just a few
comments overheard from the anxious crowd.
Suddenly a rumbling starts and a voice comes over the loud speaker, "The absolutely most intense part
of the storm right now is coming....", then suddenly a siren and a thundering beat.... "Introducing.. the
Cape Coral Hurricanes... Kamikaze Lyricist... Come' on.. WE ARE THE HURRICANES..." starts the
catchy, thumping, hip hop beat of the new Cape Coral Hurricanes Anthem - "The Storm is Comin' !"
This is a song written, produced and mixed by local Cape Coral hip hop artist Kamikaze Lyricist (Josh
Maher).
"Josh is an incredible artist and he has been working exceptionally hard for months on creating an
incredibly unique song for this new team", states J.P Terrasi, team General Manager. "He already is a
huge fan of ours and we're going to be doing some other things together as well." The new, already
wildly popular song, had the crowd bouncing in the stands and dancing. The new team came walking
out of the locker room, blue and white jerseys side by side. Then when that siren sounded in the song,
they jogged onto the field to a deafening cheer. The Cape Coral Hurricanes finally has hit the stage!
After introducing the entire team, coaching staff and even players not yet in town, the game began. The
white team got the early lead after a solid strike by newcomer, and Puerto Rico International - Raul. The
blue team tied it up soon after in the 35th minute with a powerful, towering header by Forward Eldin
Ramic. After a few more close calls, the game went into half time tied 1 - 1.
During halftime, the two teams who were recent winners of the President's Cup were brought onto the
field where each of the players were announced. It's an honor to have one team from your city be
crowned President's Cup Champion but to have two is surely a rare occasion and a proud moment.
Hurricane Head Coach Mick Whitewood is also the Head Coach for the Cape Coral Cyclones U17
President's Cup Champions. "We're just so proud of our team and all the hard work and growing
together over the last couple of years finally has paid off. We're not done though as we will be
representing the State of Florida in the National President's Cup competition next month", states
Whitewood.
The game got back under way for the second half and after a delightful ball sent in by Sean McKinney, it
was met once again with the head of Ramic who thudded it home for the score. Then, finally with three
minutes from full time, one of the young guns, Collin Cole, stepped up and followed a shot in to make
the final score 3-1 with the blue team coming out on top. "With this being their first real game together in
front of a crowd like this, the guys really shined and put on a great show", exclaimed Whitewood. "We
can't wait to get ourselves in front of some of the top competition that J.P. has lined up for us this
season. It's truly exciting."
After the game, the team huddled up on the center circle for a team prayer and the shout of "FAMILY"
came billowing out from within it. Yep, the Cape Coral Hurricanes are for real and after this great show
full of talent, the other teams on this year's exhibition schedule better watch out. "The Storm IS Comin' !"
You can check out our new Cape Coral Hurricanes Anthem - "The Storm is Comin' !" at our website:
www.CapeHurricanes.com along with more information, the upcoming schedule and exciting
announcements. You can also follow them on Facebook and Twitter as well.
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